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Abstract 

 

Structural health monitoring (SHM) 

plays a vital role in predicting and detecting 

damage and plays a significant role in civil 

engineering. Monitoring of structural elements 

is mandatory to resist the structure from failure. 

The proposed review paper presents an in-depth 

examination SHM and its development in 

structural components of buildings. Progress on 

numerous elements of SHM has been covered 

in depth, including operational assessment, 

sensor integration in SHM, data gathering in 

SHM, feature extraction for SHM prediction, 

and SHM on diverse structures. The review also 

explored the application of SHM to bridges 

concrete structures, and steel structures in 

depth. The suggested study piece identifies the 

SHM's progress and prospective scope. Hence, 

SHM helps with predictive analysis to identify 

the damage in structural elements to anticipate 

the life span of the structures. This review 

article discusses the application of SHM in 

various structural elements such as beams, 

columns, slabs, and walls. The article provides 

information on operational SHM and advanced 

monitoring techniques in structures.     
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Structural monitoring is observing a structure over time to detect any degradation or 

damage and perhaps assisting in the design of any necessary interventions. Installation of 

telltales at movement joints and observation of benchmarked levels at select designated sites 

would be the most basic kind of monitoring. Over time, relative movement at the telltales and 

settlement/movements at the benchmarked locations will produce a picture of structural 

deformations, which may aid in identifying distressed components. Strain gauges, 

inclinometers, accelerometers, and other sophisticated monitoring devices are installed in the 

structure and monitored by a computer. Francisco J. Rescalvo et al. (2018) described a 

technique for observing retrofitted timber beams along with carbon-reinforced polymer or 

CFRP through AE or Acoustic Emission methodology. This proposed study shows the 

utilization of vibrant detectors directly dispensed with the component. The two different 

high-frequency waved clusters emphasized were the ultimate carbon fiber reinforced 

polymerized timber stratum was centralized; furthermore, this health observing modernized 

timber components in the existing framework [1].  

  

Hyun Woo Park et al. (2018) demonstrated the ordinary assertion in constructional 

health observing for high rise modal frequencies additionally diplomatic to an initial crack 

lesser than on a beam. Constituting the fragmentary depletion in modal frequency due to the 

deterioration, the NMFS or Normalized Modal Frequency Shift was prepared and indicated 

as an uncomplicated concluded-form suspension. The normalized modal frequency shift 

factors, which regulate the NMFS, were demonstrated to reject the increased numbers of 

implicating modal frequency because of cracks. The suggested perspective's soundness is 

emphasized via the juxtaposition to the FE (Finite Element) investigational data and 

outcomes. Moreover, the incomplete depletion in modal frequency reduces vogue number via 

the independent depletion growth [2]. Figure 1 depicts a high-level overview of SHM. 

 
Figure 1: A brief summary of SHM 
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Wei Tao et al. (2021) studied an optimum optical bio-detector for small-scale 

observing and in-situ regulating microorganism transmission in soaked columns. Several 

fluid specimens were extricated for the in-situ analysis to monitor every specimen’s port and 

limitations, along with two columns. Besides that, rhamnolipid non-ionic over bacterial 

transmission and the hydrophobicity were monitored, where the rhamnolipid non-ionic 

improved the transmission of hydrophobic and hydrophilic bacteria. The proposed 

monitoring algorithms were acid-based and compatible along with Lifshitz-van der Waals 

intensity [3]. Yuta Ohtani et al. (2019) described the estimation of chosen respondents 

observing universal spectrology for wooden meter-long vertical supports like columns. The 

proteomic proteins were inspected, and also the taurine medicament globulin leash absorption 

was scrutinized. The outcomes show that peptide phases' peak area peak capacity enlarged 

about 2.3-fold and 1.8-fold, respectively. For the chosen respondents, the exhibited data of 

the columns [4]. 

 

Wenyu Liao et al. (2020) concluded that the disposition, strain, and external heat or 

temperature for concrete footpath slab of FOSs (Fiber Optic Sensors) authorized observing 

thermal waving. With the inclinometer's help, evaluating the temperature difference of the 

top and bottom surface of the slab was inspected and monitored. As an outcome, the slightly 

inclined angle of the curvity encountered a high temperature of the surface. According to the 

numerous adequacies of the dispensed FOSs, the CTE or coefficient of thermal expansion of 

the concrete pavement may comfortably be acquired. The three-dimensional FE (Finite 

Element) model was confirmed to thoroughly acknowledge the waving and monitoring 

processes [5].  Worgi S.Na (2017) presented that applying the EMI ( electromechanical 

impedance ) process for finding out the wall fattening decreasing is inquired. Deceleration of 

pipe by ambrosia from the outer atmosphere or the intersection from the products fluent 

within the pipe can decrease the wall fattening, feeble the construction. The outcomes of the 

examination exhibit an eventual application of the EMI process for finding wall fattening 

decreasing of metal frameworks [6]. 

II. DAMAGE ASSESSMENT IN STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS  

 

The SHM operation and monitoring can be input data and usage information to produce 

the sensors' output information. Damage assessment in structural elements plays a crucial role 

to predict the behavior of the entire structures     

 

1. Beam: The horizontal elements of a structure are formed by beams and slabs. The top 

slab of a single-story structure serves as the roof. In the event of a multi-story structure, 

the beam carries the weight from the floor above the slab to the columns. Shi-jie Zhang et 

al. (2011) expressed the laminated compound beam for SHM of an advanced Radial Basis 

Functional Neural Network (RBFNN). Also, GFHLA or Genetic Fuzzy Hybrid Learning 

Algorithm is suggested for the instruction of the RBFNN. These two techniques 

amalgamate the fuzzy cognition and genetic methodology to accumulate the radial basis 

function neural network's dimensions, and for the weight adjustment, the linear least-

squared methodology was utilized. This process or method's overall perspective 

represents excellent behavior, based on the GFHLA [7]. Shengli Li et al. (2021) analyzed 

an advanced designed and newly developed UHPC-NC or Ultra-High-Performance 

Concrete-Normal Concrete beam. Some of the AE (Acoustic Emission) limitations were 

utilized for observing the rupture insemination. The flawless acoustic emission was 
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observing specifications chosen beneath the four-point bending experiments. The 

outcome represents that the U-shaped ultra-high performance concrete covering has 

provided the full potential to their high robustness and plasticity properties under flexing, 

which is mainly demonstrated to decrease the crack dimensions and increase the impact 

of loads. Furthermore, acoustic emission observing can be used as a replacement for 

conventional methods [8]. 

 

Mahindra Rautela et al. (2019) emphasized that the adherent attacked structural 

beam by utilizing surface attached piezoelectric actuators and EMA or Electromechanical 

Admittance based on unified SHM (Structural Health Monitoring). Here, the transducer 

demobilized between the moderator and transducer throughout their assistance session, 

which can be deduced as constructional dispersion and can generate faulty alarms. The 

numerical outcomes were substantiated along with investigational and reproductions 

outcomes. The standard noncorrosive strategies, just as X-ray and accelerated examining, 

were also occupied with corroborating the utilization of the EMA or electromechanical 

admittance worth of combined constructional demobilized transducer for three levels up 

to the frequency of 1-30 kHz limits [9]. Figure 2 illustrates a SHM in a concrete beam in 

operation with a data acquisition system. 

 

 
Figure 2:  SHM in concrete beam with data acquisition system in operation. 

 

Heng Chen et al. (2014) studied the investigation of the energy of sight regarding 

constructional health observing and compensations perception for vibro-effect structural 

beam. In this study, the NSI (Nonlinear System Identification) method was used to 

monitor the IMOs (Intrinsic Modal Oscillators) and EMD (Empirical Mode 

Decomposition) study in various frequencies and time schedules. Moreover, the 

effectiveness of vibro-impacts was investigated through MAC (Modal Assurance 

Criterion) and COMAC (Coordinate Modal Assurance Criterion) by withdrawing the data 

along with IMO emulsion, and the result shows that the MAC and COMAC give the 

damage detection globally and shorten the location of damage occurrences of the 

structure [10]. 

 

2. Columns: Columns are structural components that extend vertically above the ground 

level. The structural column securely distributes the weight from the slab above to the 

foundation. Robert Jockwer et al. (2021) monitored the timber columns' performances 

and their continuing distortion of a 60m high and fifteen storey building in 2019 in 

Switzerland. An optical fiber computing system produced a growing distortion along with 

the growing load between the high compressed beech-LVL and spruce-GLT columns. 

Due to the total distortion load, the deformation's computation was evaluated and 

differentiated with the standard model computations for more continuing during the 
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establishment of structures. Nearly after the monitoring for a year, the tall buildings' 

actual consensus distortions to acknowledge the practical blueprint of timber structures 

[11]. Luiza Dihoru et al. (2021) represented a numerical analysis of the computation 

strategies of a newly developed vapor chilled atomic pile model for vertical support 

assemblage observation. In the UK (United Kingdom), the welfare manifestations of the 

AGRs (Advanced Gas-cooled Reactors) centered columns stabled through compacted 

sufferance’s, for which the fuel columnists and dominance bars were securely proceeding 

in/out of the passages. The improvement, framework, and examining the custom 

strategies for the columns of the column with AGR core based, which evolved at the 

UOB (University Of Bristol), depicted the core's energetic performance [12].  Figure 3 

displays the monitoring of columns undergoing cyclic loads.  

 

 
Figure 3: Damage assessment in columns subjected to cyclic loading [15] 

 

Liangfu Ge et al. (2020) emphasized the estimation of reverse endangerment of 

the single-column-pier-box-girder crossovers or bridges and monitoring bridge health 

throughout service. Based upon the recognition of perceptual dissemination for 

operational loads, the actual time of the motor vehicle progression on the bridge adorn 

was calculated, where this proposed process merged the weigh-in-motion and vision of 

the bridge. In this paper, the reverse risk was accomplished when the disposition and 

rearrangement were monitored of this bridge's deportment section. Moreover, the 

numerical pronouncement of the central girder's assist response was obtained and 

validated via the FE (Finite Element) imitation and operational data of a linear single-

column-pier bridge [13]. 

 

Xianjie Du et al. (2019) presented an investigational analysis to improve the 

significance adequacy of a UBC (Unconfined Backfill Column) in limited comber 

engineering, where the bracer reinforcement was utilized in CGFBM (Cemented Gangue-

Fly Ash Backfill Material) columns. Two  (800×800×1600) mm3 UBCs were acquired to 

execute the carriage contraption through a uniaxial compression testing method, and also 

the UT (Ultrasonic Testing) and photography mechanism were considered to monitor the 

failure properties of the backfill columns. Furthermore, with various locations from the 

superficial like 50mm, 200mm & 400mm, the distortion, and inner stress, The results 

show that the presented stirrups or bracers enhance the compressive carriage capacity of 

the CGFBM columns [14]. 
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Xinchen Zhang et al. (2020) presented the evaluation and destruction attribution 

of deteriorated reinforced concrete column-beam intersection beneath intermittent loading 

centered on the AE (Acoustic Emission) mechanism proposed AE strategy was 

considered as an effectual method for evaluating and observing the injuries of 

deteriorated RC constructions. Moreover, this analysis considered the crack detectors 

during the damage development method, and also, the inventive loading procedure 

inspected the extent dissimilarity of the rupture based upon the b-value scrutiny. The 

acoustic emission energy disclosed the association and accretive hysteretic power for 

which the forecasting of damage detection was suggested for deteriorated joints [15]. 

 

Slabs: The slab transmits loads to its supporting beam in either a one-way or two-way 

method, depending on the kind of support. The slab is used to cover the roof space or to 

create an enclosure for a building.Benju Marks et al. (2021) monitored an analytical analysis 

of steel fiber inclination in concentrating consolidated compound slabs in between streaming 

along the energetic X-ray refractometry. Several artificial instances were utilized to evaluate 

the durability and appropriateness of the strategy manifested to supply accurate computations 

of fiber inclination during the high signal-to-noise ratio. The outcomes signified the strategy's 

capability to observe the fibers' motions during coursing and the secured impact of the glide 

in persuading privileged fiber sequences inside the concrete slabs. Moreover, the fiber 

inclination was identified to differ continuously and completely balance half the streaming 

period [16]. Mohamed Cheikh Teguedy et al. (2019) surveyed DOFSs (Distributed Optical 

Fiber Sensors) application for regulating the premature deportments of TCC (Timber 

Concrete Composite) slabs along full-scale. Also monitored the temperature or strain in 

between the concrete preservation. The complete depiction of the cross-laminated timber 

(CLT) slabs utilizing distributed optical fiber sensors with the strain advancement. Moreover, 

curvity advancement and the slab's neural axis were considered to scrutinize the compound 

movement in timber-concrete composite structures, and the hygrometric differences initiated 

significantly constructional commutes at an earlier stage of age in TCC [17]. Figure 4 

illustrates the use of SHM in bridges. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: Application of SHM in bridges 

 

Amol Mankar et al. (2019) analyzed the anticipated authenticity substructure to 

evaluate concrete exhaustion in reinforced concrete bridge adorn slabs by utilizing 
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information from future work observation. In this study, the bridge's calculation for intrinsic 

safety extends for more stimulating than new conspiring, along with improving the 

immensity and constancy of spindle loads, RC bridges endangered to enervation dereliction 

because of their missing primary design. Moreover, a future study adopted a reinforced steel 

concrete slab for calibrated restricted safety features for crét de L'Anneau Viaduct [18]. 

Reboul et al. (2020) expressed the reinforced concrete wall structure interrelations under the 

alternate loading observed by AE or acoustic emission. The acoustic emission information 

can be connected with the involuntary deportment of reinforced concrete interrelations, and 

the various parameters exploration was practical to transform the harming stages. The 

acoustic emission reaction in between burden /unburden stages gives data on the harming 

level. Moreover, this suggested analysis to associate congregates with compensation 

techniques [19]. 

 

Eleni Tsangouri et al. (2019) represented the renal network for micro-tubes, which 

sustained alleviate negotiators in the concrete structure. Under the bending pressure, the 

alleviate viability was examined over the burdened concrete structural slab's actual shape. 

With the help of regulating methods, the recurrence of crack, filling agent, and crack 

occurrence were traced. Also, the cracks were restored locally, demonstrated through the 

pulse velocity retrieved after the relieving. Besides that, the pulse emission and elastic wave 

imaging graphs over inculcated basics substantiate the structure's crack relief  [20].  

  

Walls: Walls are vertical features that act as a structural support for the roof. It may be 

constructed with stones, bricks, or concrete blocks, among other materials. Walls provide an 

enclosure and protect against the elements such as wind, sunlight, and rain. Ventilation and 

entrance to the building are given through openings in the walls. Omid Sam-Daliri et al. 

(2021) studied the target to examine the breach capaciousness in the gluey joint beneath 

mode I loading by combined smart gluey and perfect metering processing. The 

commencement fracture mode – I loading situation as one of the valuable fracture styles in 

gluey joints was accurately assessed. During flow out rising, the faradic network in the epoxy 

matrix close to the flow out tip would be intermission; therefore, the electrical impedance 

would be raised. The electrical impedance turn has shown various sharp rising, choiceness to 

the quick flow out rising [21]. Manuel A.Vega et al. (2021) discussed that it shows a novel 

crossbreed structure for foil diagnostics and portent constituent of a  miter way. It faces two 

significant defiance (i) There is no material model accessible to model the harm of contact 

deceleration in the way (ii) The misconnection amidst the checking information and the 

structural health monitoring (SHM) process due to data dreaminess. The experimental study 

of invigilating damage of contact quoin block exhibits the impression of the introduced 

structure [22] [23] [24]. The flow of the SHM process is shown in figure 5. 

 

Efstathiades et al. (2007) expressed that the current work compromises the respective 

well-being invigilating issue and introduces an ANN (artificial neural network) to recognize 

eventual deficiency in a classical curtain-wall process. The acquired consequence was applied 

to generate the specimen’s database, which was applied as input for the practice of the ANNs. 

The broad diversity of network architectures was well-read, and their impression on the 

network practice was explored. The procured outcomes exhibit that ANNs can recognize and 

regionalize blemishes in the curtain-wall method [25]. Sifat Muin et al. (2021) reported that 

the H-mc structure (Human-machine collaboration) is introduced. The H-mc structure 
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combines the ML (machine learning) pieces of equipment and human expertise to evaluate 

actual instrumented constructions with only information from un-hazard cases. The outcomes 

exhibit that the H-mc algorithm precisely finds out the harmed cases. It is disclosed that a 

structure's resilience can be enhanced when the H-mc process brings into operation over 

conventional field guidance. 

 
 

Figure 5: The flow of the SHM process 

 

The introduced structure can be feasible for quick post-temblor loss estimation to 

enhance society resilience [26] [27]. Arvindan sivasuriyan et al. (2021) presented a insight 

review on application of SHM in buildings, bridges and Dams [28][29][30] 

 

Future scope and recommendations: In the current environment, research and suggestions 

for future use are required to improve the overall efficiency of any study and to provide 

accurate and timely data. The following aspects must be examined in order to expand study 

fields in SHM of buildings, based on the extensive discussion from previously published 

works.  
 

• To ensure consistency, DAQ and predictive analysis should be progressive conditions 

that enable communication between the building and its sensors for both short- and 

long-term monitoring. 

• Further study is required in order to perform SHM at a cheap cost, particularly in the 

case of wireless communication. 

• A better knowledge of sensors, mathematical approaches, and signal processing is 

required to monitor and anticipate deterioration in structures. 
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• Damage prediction should be integrated into different environmental activities so that 

monitoring can be carried out more effectively in structures. To ensure consistency, 

data collection and analysis should be progressive. 

• SHM may be used to investigate hidden resource information. and can be used to 

determine the optimal utilization of a building and the shortest possible downtime.  

  

III.  CONCLUSION 

 

The paper presents a detailed review of SHM in structural elements based on the 

behavior of the structure. The application of SHM has been discussed. Based on the 

discussion few points have been listed below. 

  

1. Ambient vibration approaches have been described using dynamic responses such as 

mode shapes, modal damping ratios, and natural frequencies that have been monitored in 

real time. 

2. The SHM methodology is exceptionally well suited for real-time monitoring provided the 

procedures are carried out easily and all of the strategies are applied accurately. 

3. This paper discusses the predictive analysis of SHM under static and dynamic loading 

conditions. 

4. The article examines SHM and how it may be used in structural components to predict 

the safety and dependability of the structure. 

5. Advanced sensors adopted for monitoring purpose have been discussed in this article 

6. The suggested study paper closes by demonstrating the possibility of predicting structural 

deterioration as early as necessary. 

7. The study gave an in-depth investigation of software, hardware, and real-time data, as 

well as the future perspective, based on the operating concept for SHM in buildings 

components. 
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